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ABSTRAKT 

Cílem této práce bylo vytvořit kompaktní algoritmus sloužící k lokalizaci, segmentaci a 

sledování optického disku v sekvencích obrazů sítnice. Pro účely lokalizace byla 

použita nová metoda založena na „fast radial transform“. Segmentace optického disku 

je založena na klasické metodě Chan-Vese, která byla rozšířena o další prvky a 

implementována v lokalizované podobě, která umožňuje lépe segmentovat obrazy 

s vysokou mírou nehomogenity. Pro sledování optického disku v sekvencích obrazů byl 

využit optický tok založený na Lucas-Kanade algoritmu.  Všechny metody byly 

vyhodnoceny na dvou databázích obrazů s odlišnými charakteristikami. První databází 

je klasická databáze s vysokým rozlišením. Druhou je pak databáze s nízkým rozlišením 

a vysokou mírou šumu. Všechny výsledky jsou pak porovnány s referenčními 

hodnotami a vyhodnoceny. 
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ABSTRACT 

The goal of this thesis is to propose a compact algorithm for localizing, segmenting and 

tracking the optic disk in fundus images. For localizing the optic disk a new technique 

based on fast radial symmetry transform was used. The segmentation is based on the 

Chan-Vese model but is also extended about multi feature space and implemented in its 

localized version that helped to deal with image inhomogeneity. The optical flow 

approach base on lucas-kanade algorithm is used for tracking of the optic disk through 

the image sequences. The algorithms are evaluated on two different fundus image 

databases with different characteristics. First is high resolution databases containing 45 

images and the second is noisy low resolution database containing 33 images provided 

separately for each color plane. The results are then compared to a gold standard 

reference values. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Techniques of image processing are no increasingly more used in medical field. 

Mathematical image algorithms of feature extraction, modeling and measurement can 

be embraced to detect pathology, evolution of a disease, or to compare a normal subject 

to an abnormal one. The development of medical imaging devices has contributed to 

several discoveries in modern medicine and many of them in fundus imaging. Fundus 

imaging is a common clinical procedure used to record a scan of the retina. Color retinal 

images captured from fundus camera play an important role in the mass screening and 

diagnosis of eye diseases. Extraction of main structures in retinal images is fundamental 

and useful to automatic processing of retinal images. Such a process could be used for 

automated patient screening, eye orientation tracking, image sequence registration, and 

automatic measurements for treatment evaluation or diagnosis. One of the important 

steps in retinal image analysis is the localization and segmentation of an optic disk. 

 

Figure 1.1: Basic eye features. 

The optic disk (OD) is an important structure in human retina. It is the exit point of 

retinal nerve fibers from the eye, and the entrance and exit point for retinal blood 

vessels. Other than being an indicator for various ophthalmic pathologies, it acts as a 

reference point for measuring distances, identification of other anatomical parts in the 

retinal images (e.g. the fovea), for blood vessel tracking, etc. Boundary detection of 

optic disk is elementary procedure among others not only because optic disk acts as a 

landmark and a reference point to other structures but also because any change in the 

shape, depth or color out or within OD is used by ophthalmologists to assess various 

retinal pathologies or its progress such as glaucoma or diabetic retinopathy (figure 1.2). 
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Figure 1.2: An example of eye diseases and their influence to vision and corresponding fundus 

images. 

Glaucoma is one of the common causes of blindness with about 79 million in the 

world likely to be affected by glaucoma by the year 2020.[11] It is characterized by the 

progressive degeneration of optic nerve fibers and leads to structural changes of the 

optic nerve head, which is also referred to as the optic disk, the nerve fiber layer and a 

simultaneous functional failure of the visual field. Since, glaucoma is asymptomatic in 

the early stages and the associated vision loss cannot be restored, its early detection and 

subsequent treatment is essential to prevent visual damage. The optic disk (OD) is the 

location where ganglion cell axons exit the eye to form the optic nerve through which 

visual information of the photo-receptors is transmitted to the brain. The OD can be 

divided into two distinct zones, namely, a central bright zone called the cup and a 

peripheral region called the neuroretinal rim where the nerve fibers bend into the cup 

region (see figure 1.1). The damage in optic nerve fibers caused by high intraocular 

pressure leads to a change in the structural appearance of the OD, namely, the 

enlargement of cup region (narrowing of neuroretinal rim) called cupping. Glaucoma 

detection typically considers the medical history, intra-ocular pressure and visual field 

loss tests of a patient together with a manual assessment of the OD, through 

ophthalmoscopy. Since enlargement of the cup with respect to OD is an important 

indicator of glaucoma progression, various parameters are estimated and recorded to 

assess the glaucoma stage. These include the diameter and area of OD, cup diameter, 

rim area, mean cup depth, etc. The subjectivity in the manual estimation of cup 

parameters is overcome, when possible, by using advanced modalities such as Optical 

Coherence Tomography and Heidelberg Retina Tomography. These provide a 3-D 

depth information either in the form of a colorless or pseudo-color image. However 

those are very expensive and do not belong among standard equipment of every 

ophthalmologic department. Color fundus imaging is then widely used for glaucoma 

determination. 

Another extensive eye disease is diabetic retinopathy (DR). Diabetic retinopathy is 

a common retinal complication associated with diabetes. Adverse changes in the retinal 

Normal vision Diabetic retinopathy Glaucoma 
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blood vessels lead to loss of vision without any symptoms. Diabetic retinopathy is 

frequent, blinding complication of a patient with high blood sugar levels which 

characterize diabetes. 

These diseases are very common nowadays and the best treatment is prevention. 

The sooner the ophthalmologist can assess these illnesses, the better chance there is to 

cure the patient. Regular eye screenings are necessary to prevent the illness from 

progressing into later stages. However, the medical staff costs a lot of money and to do 

the diagnosis manually to every possible patient is very time consuming.. Hence, the 

automated system, that can decide whether or not any signs of suspicious for a disease 

are present in an image, can improve efficiency and lower the expenses. Only those 

images assessed suspicious by the system would require examination by an 

ophthalmologist. 

OD segmentation is not always a straight forward process. It is a challenging task 

mainly due to blood vessel occlusions, ill-define boundaries and image variations near 

the disk boundaries due to pathological changes and variable imaging conditions. 

Specifically, occurrence of similar characteristic regions (atrophy) near the disk 

boundary, irregular disk shape and boundary are the most essential aspects to be 

addressed by an OD segmentation method. These artifacts can be seen at figure 1.3. 

 

Figure 1.3: Examples of segmentation problems at fundus images. 

Atrophy region 

Optic disk boundary 

vessels 

Smooth transition region 
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Another task the developers usually face when developing an automated 

segmentation system is the diversity of an OD region. This image variation can be seen 

at figure 1.4. 

 

Figure 1.4: OD region diversity example. 

In this thesis an OD segmentation method based on localized version of C-V model 

is proposed. The area of C-V model is extended to a multidimensional image space in 

order to increase the image information for obtaining a better segmentation results in 

defective images. This method is applied to two different datasets which are described 

in detail in section 5. The main goal of this thesis is to propose a segmentation 

algorithm which can handle these difficulties and is robust enough to deal with various 

images and different datasets. 
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2 STATE OF ART 

Although the OD has well-defined structures and characteristics, localizing the OD 

automatically and in a robust manner is not a straight-forward process, since the 

appearance of the OD may vary significantly due to retinal pathologies. In order to 

effectively distinguish the OD, the various methods developed should consider the 

variations in appearance, size, and location among different images. [5] 

Basically, there are few basic methods used for optic disc localization nowadays. In 

one approach, Hough transform was employed to find the estimated outer circle of optic 

disk based on the result of edge detection as was used e.g. by Boykov or Abdel-Razik 

Youssif, respectively in [5,26]. The edge of optic disk was enhanced to identify edge 

points before Hough transform was applied. The outer circle of the optic disk was 

determined by the parameters having the maximum counts. In another approach used by 

Cohen in [27], optic disk contours were estimated by the Hausdorff-based matching 

between the detected edges and the template of circle with different sizes. These are the 

simplest top-down strategies which can result in the approximate circle of the optic disk 

boundary. The gained circle will not fully match the optic disk boundary, since the 

normal optic disks are not round but slightly vertically ellipsoid, not to mention the 

change of its shape due to certain diseases. 

Snakes were applied to detect the exact contour of optic disk by Morris and 

Donnison in [29]. The key advantage of the procedure is its ability to bridge 

discontinuities in the image. The boundary detected by this approach protruded inwards 

where optic disk boundary overlapped blood vessels. This weakness was later 

considered by the snake algorithm proposed by Lee and Brady in [30], where the 

difficulty criterion was involved and the energy function was minimized differently. 

However, the approach was sensitive to the preprocessing, and the method was not fully 

automatic because a manual initialization was required. Another method is based on 

combination of an intensity based probability map and a vessel tree based probability 

map. However this approach finds the point where the vessels enter the eye so it could 

not be used for contour initialization and in the images where the vessel segmentation is 

complicated this method fails. The last approach used for the optic disc detection is the 

principal component analysis (PCA). This method is described well by Li and 

Chutatape in [31]. Briefly, this method in the first step generates the disk space in the 

training process. The training set is a set of sub images around the optic disk cropped 

from the training database of fundus images. Each sub image is normalized in its size 

and intensity. Once the training set is finished the PCA is performed in order to get the 

modes of variation around the average image. The modes are then compared with new 

fundus images to localize the optic disk. For each test image, the pixels with the highest 

1% gray levels in intensity image are selected, as optic disk occupies 1–3% of the whole 

retinal image. The selected pixels are clustered by the Single Pass method. The clusters 

having centroids within a specified distance are combined. For each cluster having more 

than 100 pixels after combination, an optic disk candidate region is defined as a square 

of 120 × 120 pixels with the centroid of the cluster as its center. At each pixel in the 

candidate regions, a sub-image with the pixel as the center is obtained automatically. 

The Euclidean distance between the corresponding pixels of the sub-image and its 
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reconstruction from disk space is calculated to locate the optic disk. 

One of the first approaches used for segmentation task was the active contour 

method described by Kass et al. in [19]. The framework of active contours minimizes 

the contour energy E defined as the sum of external energy and internal energy. The 

external energy pulls the contours towards desired image features while the internal 

energy helps achieve smooth boundaries. An early application of active contours, called 

Snakes, is based on deforming an initial contour at a number of control points selected 

along a given initial contour. The deformation is directed towards the object boundary 

by minimizing the energy E so that its local minimum occurs at the boundary of the 

object. This implementation has several difficulties. First, the Snakes approach the 

nearest local minimum of the initial contour and are hence predisposed to find a local 

minimum which in general does not match with the object contour. Second, the 

discretization of the contours into a number of control points may cause problems with 

uneven spacing and self-crossing while the contours are deforming, and make it difficult 

to extend the approach to segment 3D objects. Finally, automatic selection of various 

parameters such as the weights in the energy function is still an open problem.[9] 

Many approaches have been proposed to improve the robustness and stability of 

the Snakes. An inflation force is defined on active contours so that the model behaves 

like a balloon. This approach was described well by Cohen in [27]. The active contours 

then are stopped by a strong edge but move past a spurious edge which is relatively 

weak to the ambient inflation force. The GVF Snakes method introduces an external 

force called gradient vector flow (GVF) which is computed in terms of a diffusion of 

the gradient vectors of the image as was first proposed by Xu and Prince in [21]. These 

two Snakes methods change their external forces to achieve a large capture range but 

they still find a local minimum. Despite of the interesting results of GVF approach, an 

edge based active contours are little bit off the camera, especially because they are still 

compared to other methods highly sensitive to the presence of noise and their 

initialization which can lead to bad segmentation results. 

To overcome this disadvantage, some authors have implemented robust region-

based evolution principles into the active contour energy functions built from intensity 

statistics and homogeneity requirements such as mean variance proposed by Chan and 

Vese in [17] or more complex Bhattacharyya distance used by Michailovich in his paper 

[20]. Yet the segmentation of structures of interest with these region based active 

contours is not capable without further preprocessing to deal with occlusion problems, 

presence of strongly cluttered background or atrophies in case of medical images. In 

order to handle these difficulties some authors try to modify this method. One of the 

attempts could be an approach presented by Lankton in [4] where the author performs a 

localized version of region based active contour. This solution helps to segment objects 

with intensity inhomogeneity which cannot be described by the global statistics.  

Another solution could be using prior shape knowledge of an object to be 

segmented. Incorporation of prior shape information seems to be a promising way to 

solve the occlusion problem. The shape prior can be defined by different models such as 

Fourier descriptors, medial axis or atlas-based parametric models. Recently, the level 

set representation of shapes has been implemented as a shape model by Leventon in [7]. 

This shape description presents strong advantages, it can represent shapes of any 

dimension such as curves, surfaces and hyper-surfaces and basic geometric properties 
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such as the curvature and the normal to contours are easily deduced. Finally, this shape 

representation is also naturally consistent with the level set framework of active 

contours. 

In paper proposed by Leventon, authors have used a level set representation to 

model the shape prior. They have defined a shape model of the object of interest by 

computing principal components analysis (PCA) of training shapes embedded in level 

set functions. They have then integrated this shape model in an evolution equation to 

globally drive the active contour towards the prior shape. However, their evolution 

equation is not expressed by a partial differential equation and there is no variational 

formulation associated with his evolution equation. In a general way, a variational 

formulation is useful both to understand and justify the proposed method. Moreover, 

evolution equations naturally appear from the variational model through the 

minimization of the proposed energy functional thanks to the calculus of variations. 

Finally a variational formulation of a problem helps in proving mathematical existence 

of solutions. Thus Bresson et al. in [8] presented a variational approach following the 

energy functional model of Chen et al. published in [32] where the authors integrates 

the shape prior of Leventon. They then add a region-based energy term based on the 

Mumford-Shah functional as was shown in [33] to improve the robustness of proposed 

segmentation model with respect to noise, poor image contrast and initial position of the 

contour as shown by Chan and Vese in [17]. However, the first time this approach was 

applied to the fundus images was by Li and Chutatape in [10]. In this paper the authors 

applied the principal component analysis based model to localize the optic disc and to 

initialize the active shape model (ASM). The original ASM is modified in two aspects. 

Firstly, adjustable weight is applied in the transform between model space and image 

space instead of fixed weight factors. Secondly, the mismatched points are not used in 

the projection onto shape space to obtain shape parameters. Such improvement makes 

the algorithm more favorable for the case of weak edges or noises. The investigated 

algorithm is not restricted to fundus images but can be applied to other applications 

involving deformable shapes as well.[10] 

In contrast to the framework of active contours, graph cuts approaches are applied 

as global optimization methods for computer vision problems such as image 

segmentation as showed Kolmogorov et al. in [35] and Forsyth et al. in [34]. The image 

is represented using an adjacency graph. Each vertex of the graph represents an image 

pixel, while the edge weight between two vertices represents the similarity between two 

corresponding pixels. Usually, the cost function to be minimized is the summation of 

the weights of the edges that are cut. The exact solution can be found in polynomial 

time. However, this solution has a bias towards cuts with short boundaries, resulting in 

small regions. The normalized cut approach is aimed at reducing this predisposition by 

introducing a cost function called disassociation, but it also introduces another bias 

towards similar weight partition. The minimum mean cut normalizes the cost function 

by the length of the cut. 

A modified version of graph cuts was published by Ning in [9]. This method is a 

combination of active contours and the optimization tool of graph cuts. From the regular 

active contours it differs in the very fundamental thing, namely in the way the algorithm 

evolves the contour. This method uses graph cuts to deform the contour. A key 

assumption of graph cut based active contour (GCBAC) approach is that the desired 

segmentation contour is a global minimum within its apriori known size (width) contour 
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neighborhood (CN, which is defined as a belt-shaped neighborhood region around a 

contour). The size of the CN may be specified by the user for a given segment, image or 

a class of images according to the characteristics of local minima. Thus, the objective of 

this method is to find the closest contour that is a global minimum within its CN, given 

an initial contour. The GCBAC algorithm iteratively replaces a contour with a global 

minimum within the CN of the contour until the objective is achieved. At each step of 

the iterative deformation, the CN is obtained by dilating the current contour with the 

apriori known size. At the same time, an inner boundary and an outer boundary of the 

CN are obtained. The image within the CN is represented by an (pixel) adjacency graph, 

and the problem of finding the global minimum contour within this CN is formulated as 

a multi-source multi-sink s−t minimum cut problem on this graph, by treating the pixels 

on the inner boundary as multiple sources and the pixels on the outer boundary as 

multiple sinks. The main advantages are: (1) the ability to step over the local minima 

and find more global result, (2) no need of internal forces to provide smooth contours, 

(3) this approach is relatively easily extendable to segment objects in greater 

dimensions. 

Another interesting approach is a ray propagation based segmentation which was 

first introduced by Tek et al. in [36]. This method uses a ray cuts through the intensity 

represented image. In this method is each vector filtered along his length in order to 

smooth the intensity profile. Afterwards it is easier to decide about the object 

boundaries. Mean shift filtering is not the only approach how to segment the object. 

More complex could be the usage of graph cuts method as was mentioned above to get 

the boundary with minimal energy through two dimensional space created by the rays. 

This method provides interesting results and thanks to her simplicity is currently being 

investigated by researchers closely.  
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3 OPTIC DISK LOCALIZATION AND 

CONTOUR INITIALIZATION 

Considering the active contour method as the main approach the first step has to be 

the localization of the OD region for further segmentation. The red color plane of 

colorful fundus image (CFI) gives us the best definition of the OD region and thus a 

good choice for the OD localization task. The reason is simple. The blood vessels which 

can cause the undesirable disturbance are less visible in red plane compare to the other 

color planes. Localization and initialization steps were performed together using the 

Fast Radial Symmetry Transform (FRST). This is a new approach for the localization of 

OD in fundus images analysis which has never been used so far. 

3.1 Fast Radial Symmetry Transform 

FRST is a simple and fast gradient-based interest operator that detects points of 

high radial symmetry. The approach was inspired by the results of the generalized 

symmetry transform, although the final method bares more similarity to the work of 

Sela and Levine [28] and the circular Hough transform. This transformation determines 

the contribution each pixel makes to the symmetry of pixels around it, rather than 

considering the contribution of a local neighborhood to a central pixel. Unlike previous 

techniques that have used this approach, it does not require the gradient to be quantized 

into angular bins. The contribution of every orientation is computed in a single pass 

over the image.[14] 

3.1.1 Theoretical background 

This transform is calculated for one or more radii n Є N, where N is the set of radii 

of the radial symmetric features to be detected. The result of the transformation at radius 

n reflects the contribution to the radial symmetry of the gradients a distance n away 

from each point. Normally it is sufficient to calculate the transform for a representative 

sample of radii to get the good results. 

We have a given set of radii  . In our case this set of radii is obtained from the 

fundus image database resolution. The set of radii   is then linearly spread between the 

minimum and maximum value derived from the image resolution. Once we have an 

initial guess of the radii we can start with the algorithm itself.  

In the first step orientation projection matrices    and magnitude projection matrices 

   are formed. These matrices are created by examining the gradient   at each point p 

from which corresponding positively affected pixels         and negatively affected 

pixels         are determined. The coordinates of the positively affected pixels are 

given by the equation 3.1. 

               (
    

‖    ‖
 ) (3.1) 

while negatively affected pixels are given by the equation 3.2 
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               (
    

‖    ‖
 ), (3.2) 

where function round rounds each element in the vector to the nearest integer. The next 

figure shows an example of how the affected pixels are determined. 

 

Figure 3.1: The location of pixels  
   

 and  
   

affected by the gradient element      for a 

range of      . The dotted circle shows all the pixels that can be affected by the 

gradient at p for a radius n. [14] 

The orientation and magnitude projection matrices are initially zero. For each 

affected pixel from equation 3.1 is the orientation matrix incremented by 1. The 

magnitude matrix is incremented by the ‖    ‖, respectively, in case of negatively 

affected pixels from equation 3.2 decremented by the same values. This procedure is 

mathematically expressed by the equations 3.3 – 3.6. 

  (       )    (       )    (3.3) 

  (       )    (       )    (3.4) 

  (       )    (       )  ‖    ‖ (3.5) 

  (       )    (       )  ‖    ‖ (3.6) 

The examples of the orientation and magnitude maps can be seen at figure 3.2. 
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The particular radial symmetry map is then defined by the convolution of the F-

map Fn and the two-dimensional Gaussian kernel An as shows equation 3.7 

        , (3.7) 

where 

      
     

  
(
| ̃    |

  
)
 

  (3.8) 

and 

 ̃     {
     

  
 (3.9) 

 

F-map (Fn) Symmetry map (Sn) 

Input Image Orientation map (On) Magnitude map (Mn) 

Figure 3.2: Outputs of the FRST algorithm in each step 

            

otherwise 
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   is a two-dimensional Gaussian, α is the radial strictness parameter and    is a 

scaling factor that normalizes the  magnitude and orientation matrices across a different 

radii. These parameters are discussed in detail below. 

The original transform is defined as average of the symmetry contributions over all 

the defined radii as in equation 3.10 as 

   
 

| |
∑      . (3.10) 

To find a best possible candidate is not suitable to calculate the mean symmetry 

map but to look for the best characteristics. In this case it is obtain simply by searching 

the maximum global extreme among all the symmetry maps. The symmetry map which 

has the maximum global extreme is calculated as 

          . (3.11) 

3.2 Contour initialization 

Once the position of the optic disk is roughly approximated the next step is to 

create an initial contour to start the segmentation process. The main goal of the contour 

initialization is to get the initial contour as close as possible to the real object boundary. 

The closer the initial contour is to the real boundary, the faster the segmentation is. The 

contour initialization differs from on what dataset the segmentation is performed. The 

dataset description is provided in section 7. For the dataset containing regular high 

resolution images is the initialization process divided into three steps. A brief flow chart 

is shown at figure 3.3.  

This process does not change the segmentation result, however it quicken 

significantly the segmentation. In case of region based active contour, the number of 

computational operation is a function of image size or the contour length in case of 

sparse field approach. Rough segmentation is performed on the   times down sampled 

image. This segmentation is   times faster and can get in shorter time period closer to 

the real boundary than the fine segmentation without significant information loss. Once 

the initial contour is obtained, the fine segmentation on full image resolution in order to 

get the fine boundary can start. For the high resolution images was used the scale factor 

    which can keep the image information and still can fasten the segmentation. This 

parameter was obtained experimentally. 

For the low resolution dataset is as an initial contour used the output of the FRST 

because the image down sampling leads to an unproportional information loss and thus 

to an unfitting initialization. 
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Figure 3.3: Contour initialization flowchart: 1) FRST is performed which gives the circular 

contour (a,d). 2) Original image is down sampled to smaller size (b,e). 3) Rough 

segmentation is processed on the down sampled image with the initial circular 

contour. This gives the initial contour for further detailed segmentation(c,f). 

FRST 
Image down 

sampling 

Rough 

segmentation 

a) b) c) 

e) d) f) 
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4 OPTIC DISK SEGMENTATION 

4.1 Active contours 

Active contours, or snakes, are curves defined within an image domain, which can 

move under the influence of internal forces within the curve itself and external forces 

derived from the image data. The internal and external forces are defined so that the 

snake will conform to an object boundary or other desired features within an image. 

Snakes are widely used in many applications, including edge detection [9], shape 

modeling, segmentation and motion tracking.[16] 

There are two general types of active contour models in the literature today: 

parametric active contours and geometric active contours.[21] 

There are two key difficulties in the design and implementation of active contour 

models. First, the initial contour must, in general, be close to the true boundary or else it 

will likely converge to the wrong result. Second, active contours have difficulty 

progressing into boundary concavities. 

In [16, 21], Xu and Prince developed a new external force, called gradient vector 

flow (GVF), which largely solves both problems. GVF is computed as a diffusion of the 

gradient vectors of a gray-level or binary edge map derived from the image. The 

resultant field has a large capture range, which means that the active contour can be 

initialized far away from the desired boundary. The GVF field also tends to force active 

contours into boundary concavities, where traditional snakes have poor 

convergence.[16] 

Active Contour models define interfaces on the image domain, which can move 

accordingly to internal forces and external forces derived from image characteristics. 

The external forces are defined as the gray-level gradient. There are two types of active 

contour models: the parametric models, such as the Snakes, and the geometric models, 

like the Level Set method. The first models define an elastic contour which can 

dynamically adapt to desired edges of objects in the image. This adaptation occurs in 

response to both forces. An algorithm that implements this model must keep contour 

representation during the calculation. The second ones use a different approach, as they 

embed the front as the zero level set of a higher dimensional function, and then 

calculate the evolution of this new function. This evolution is dependent on 

characteristics extracted from the image and geometric restrictions of the function itself. 

4.1.1 Parametrical models 

The original parametric active contour model was first introduced by Kass et al. in 

[19] and is known as Snakes or energy minimizing curves due to the way the contour 

moves to its final position. In this model, the contour has an initial user, specified 

position and an associated objective function defined as the energy of the snake. 

Geometrically, a snake is a parametric contour embedded into the Euclidean plane    

and may then be defined as a curve: 
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     [         ]   [   ], (4.1) 

which moves in the image domain in order to minimize the energy function shown 

below: 

   ∫ [
 

 
  |     |   |      |       (    )]   

 

 
. (4.2) 

The first part of the integral expresses the contour internal energy and imposes 

restrictions to its movement by controlling the elasticity and stiffness parameters, which 

are weighted by   and  , respectively. The second part of the integral stands for the 

external energy which follows the image characteristics and is responsible for evolving 

the contour towards the important features in the image, such as edges, lines and other 

structures. 

An example of external image energy was proposed by Xu and Prince in [21] and 

is written as: 

      | (              )|
 
, (4.3) 

where    is a two dimensional Gaussian filter with a standard deviation  ,        is a 

gray-scaled image and   is the gradient operator. The meaning of the filter is to perform 

a noise reduction. With this energy the regions closer to the edges have due to the 

gradient terms high energy values. An optimum is found by resolving Euler-Lagrange 

equation which represents the balance between the internal contour and external image 

force. In the other words, when the solution is found the contour reaches a steady state 

and should reflect the important image features. 

However, as was written above in the section with related work, this approach has 

some problems associated to it. One of the main problems is the sensitivity to snake 

initialization, where the snake should be usually very close to the searched image 

feature, otherwise it may not evolve correctly and tends to find a local energy minima 

away from the segmented object. Second, this approach can lead to an unfitting 

segmentation when the border lacks the gradient representation and subsequently the 

high external energy values. 

One of the early solutions widely used for the OD segmentation tasks was proposed 

by Xu and Prince in [16] where a new external force for snake called gradient vector 

flow (GVF) was introduced which was used as a comparison to our model and hence 

will be briefly described in this section. The GVF field is computed as a diffusion of the 

gradient vectors of an image edge map. It differs fundamentally from traditional 

potentials defined usually as the gradient vectors of an image edge map only. The 

vectors of the GVF field do not vanish in flat or homogeneous regions and preserve the 

direction of object boundaries, even though this information is not present fully in the 

image data, which allow the snakes to reach the object boundaries that do not inhere in 

the vicinity of initial models as well as detect precisely objects of incomplete 

boundaries. The gradient vector flow is defined as the vector field  

       (             ), (4.4) 
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that minimize the energy function 

  ∬ (  
    

    
    

 )  |  | |    |     , (4.5) 

where 

       | (              )| (4.6) 

is defined as the edge map function. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Example of gradient based active contour with GVF external force: a) initial 

contour, b) external force field, c) external energy, d) curve evolution. 

At the figure above can be seen an example of GVF with its basic capabilities. This 

model produces a field with strong forces near the edges, but also extending the gradient 

map farther into homogeneous regions using a computational diffusion process, which 

is also responsible for creating vectors that point into boundary concavities. 

4.1.2 Region based models 

Region based models define a front evolving according to a given curvature 

dependent speed function  . The solution of region based models is usually carried out 

on level set framework and its evolution curve based on work of Osher and Sethian in 

c) d) 

b) a) 
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[37]. The main idea is to, instead of actually parameterizing the front     , represent it 

as the zero level set of a higher dimensional function   (see figure 4.2). 

The front      separates the domain      to two adjust regions    and     and 

evolves into the normal direction with speed given by the speed function  . Function   

tracks this motion and is defined as 

         {

                 

                   

                 

. (4.7) 

The evolution of this function is calculated as an initial value problem. This can be 

expressed as 

  

  
  |  |   . (4.8) 

At any time, the position of the front      shall be given as the zero level set of the 

evolving function   

    {        |          }. (4.9) 

The numerical solution of the equation 4.8 provided in the discretized form in the 

grid points can be developed from an explicit approximation of the time gradient 

   
       

 

  
  |      

 |   , (4.10) 

𝛷 𝑥 𝑡    

𝛷 𝑥 𝑡    

𝛷 𝑥 𝑡    Ω  

Ω  

𝑆 

a)  3D level set 

surface 

b)  2D boundary at zero 

level set 

Figure 4.2: Level set model and the design domain: (a) level set function and its zero level set and (b) inside 

and outside domain and the zero level set in 2D representation. 
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where the unknown values of the function in the new time step    
    are calculated 

from the values derived from the previous state    
  as shows next equation 

   
       

     |      
 |. (4.11) 

Here,   is the speed at the grid point       and       
  is an approximation to the 

gradient of    at this point discretized using one of the finite difference numerical 

scheme. The initial condition            is taken as the input that is recomputed 

iteratively at each grid point over time until convergence is reached. 

Sethian in his paper on numerical propagating fronts [23] suggested as a good way 

to gradient approximation the hyperbolic scheme over Hamilton-Jacobi equations, 

which would converge to the right solution while keeping the smooth and homogeneous 

front. Equation 4.11 would then be approximated as 
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where 
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and 
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and the differential operators    and     stand for left and right finite difference 

approximations, respectively, as shown below: 

   
    

   
        

 

  
    

    
      

     
 

  
 (4.15) 

   
  

  
   

        
 

  
    

  
  

      
     

 

  
 (4.16) 

The algorithm to solve the previous sets of equation, with the initial condition 

          , should iteratively solve the equation 17 for each point in the domain, 

until a steady state is found. To ensure the stability of whole computational process, the 

stability criteria must be fulfilled. To do so, the proper time step    needs to be chosen 

correctly. As was shown e.g. by Sethian in [24], the front should not cross more than 

one grid point per time. This ensures the stability criteria called Courant-Friedrich-

Lewy (CFL) condition asserting that the numerical waves should propagate at least as 
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fast as the physical ones [38]. This means that the numerical speed of 
 

  
 is at least as 

fast as the physical wave speed | |. This leads to: 

   (
   | |

 
), (4.17) 

where speed maximum values are searched over the entire domain and   is one grid 

point. 

The central idea of level set methods is to track a propagating interface by 

embedding it as the zero level set of a higher-dimensional function. This implicit 

representation allows to track changes in topology, and to calculate geometric quantities 

such as the normal direction and the curvature by capitalizing on the smoothness of the 

level set function in a neighborhood of the zero level set of interest. However, this 

embedding comes at a substantial price. The algorithm tracks all of the level sets, not 

just the one of interest. 

If one is interested in only a single level set, the scheme described previously is not 

efficient. The narrow band level set method, introduced by Adalsteinsson and Sethian in 

[25], solves this problem by focusing computational energy in a thin band around the 

front itself. In the other words, the algorithm should perform the calculation only in a 

neighborhood     {        |          }. In the discrete setting, there is a 

particular subset of grid points whose values control a particular level set. Using this 

approach, the operation count for the level set method drops from       in two 

dimensions to      , where   is the number of points in each space dimension and   

is the width of the narrow band. The narrow band approach illustrates the figure 4.3. 

The narrow-band technique constructs an embedding of the evolving curve or 

surface via a signed distance transform. The distance transform is computed over a 

finite width of only   points that lie within a specified distance to the level set. The 

remaining points are set as constant values to indicate that they do not lie within the 

narrow band or tube as they call it. The evolution of the surface is computed by 

calculating the evolution of   only on the set of grid points that are within a fixed 

distance to the initial level set, i.e. within the narrow band. When the evolving level set 

approaches the edge of the band, they calculate a new distance transform and a new 

embedding, and they repeat the process. This algorithm relies on the fact that the 

embedding is not a critical aspect of the evolution of the level set. That is, the 

embedding can be transformed or recomputed at any point in time, as long as such a 

transformation does not change the position of the  th level set, and the evolution will 

be unaffected by this change in the embedding. 

Probably the most efficient and nowadays widely used numerical approach is the 

sparse field scheme proposed by Whitaker in [2,3]. The sparse field algorithm proposed 

by Whitaker uses an approximation to the distance transform that makes it feasible to 

recompute the neighborhood of the level-set model at each time step. Thus, it takes the 

narrow-band strategy to the extreme; it computes updates on a band of grid points that is 

only one point wide. When computing updates on so few points, however, it is 

necessary to maintain a neighborhood around those points so that the derivatives that 

control the process can be computed with sufficient accuracy. The strategy is to extend 

the embedding from the active points outward in layers to create a neighborhood around 
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those points that is precisely the width needed to calculate the derivatives for the next 

time step. In this case the number of operations is not a function of image size but only 

of the contour length. Hence the number of operation is minimized this way. 

 

Figure 4.3: A narrow band [1] 

The sparse field method uses lists of points that represent the zero level set as well as 

points adjacent to the zero level set. By using these lists and carefully moving points to 

and from the appropriate list a very efficient representation of   can be maintained. 

Each list holds the x and y location of pixels in the image. In addition to the lists, two 

arrays are used. The first is the   array. This is the same size as the image domain and 

should be maintained at full floating point precision. The second array is a label map of 

the same size as  . This label map is used to record the status of each point and 

provides a way to determine the right list that the point belongs to. 

4.2 Proposed model 

A various number of internal energies can be used to lead the curve evolution such 

as uniform modeling energy [17], means separation energy [4] or the histogram 

separation energy [20]. In this thesis we will introduce the uniform modeling energy as 

a main approach used in our model. 
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Uniform modeling energy also well known as the Chan-Vese energy was first 

introduced by Chan and Vese in [17]. This energy models the foreground and 

background as constant intensities represented by their means and is given as 

             ∫ |       |   
         

   ∫ |       |   
          

, (4.17) 

where           and            represents the region inside and outside of the 

contour C, respectively and    and    are two constants that approximate the image 

intensity inside and outside of the contour. The parameters       are the weights for the 

fitting and regularizing terms. The uniform modeling flow finds its minimum energy 

when the interior and exterior are best approximated by their means. 

This global region based active contour assumes, that the background and the 

foreground can be distinguished in their global terms and thus cannot successfully deal 

with the object inhomogeneity. However, intensity inhomogeneity is very common in 

natural images, especially in OD region it is a frequently occurring phenomena. Hence 

in this thesis a local region-based framework for guiding active contours is proposed. 

The main idea is to describe the image instead of global statistics by small local regions 

along the curve.  This constructs a family of local energies at each point of the curve. In 

order to optimize these energies, each point is considered separately, and moves to 

minimize the energy computed in its own local region. To compute these local energies, 

the local neighborhoods are split like in the global version into local interior and local 

exterior by the evolving curve. The energy optimization is then done by fitting a 
model to each local region. To define the localized energy let   and   denote to two 
points in an image  . The local function   for each   is defined as  

       {
             ‖   ‖   
                           

, (4.18) 

where   which defines the local image domain around a point   within a radius  . 

Equation 4.17 is then redefined as 

    
          ∫       |       |   

  
   ∫       |       |   

  
, (4.19) 

where    and   are the constants which approximate the inside and outside region 

intensities around the pixel   of contour  , respectively. The behavior of each point of 

the contour is now determined only by the local region information and not by the 

global image statistics. 

To increase the image information a multidimensional image representation is 

used. These consist of color image and texture spaces. In normal conditions, red color 

plane should give a better contrast between the background and the OD region. To 

improve the robustness of the algorithm and to improve the description of OD region in 

some nonstandard situation such as pathologies etc., two different texture spaces are 

derived. 
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First, Gaussian filter responses obtained at three scales   √     √  are summed 

together. As a second texture space is used a modified Gabor filter bank proposed by 

Schmid in [22].The filter bank is defined as follows:  

                    (
   

 
)  

 (
  

   ), (4.20) 

where   is the number of cycles of the harmonic function within the Gaussian envelope 

of the filter, commonly used in the context of Gabor filters.         is added to obtain 

the zero DC component. Variable reflects the spatial variables x and y as:   
       . These filter responses are obtain at the three pairs of input set variables 
                        and summed together to capture regularity in the texture 

profile at finer level. 

 

 

d) 

b) a) 

c) 

Figure 4.4: Multi feature space used for segmentation. A) original image, b) red 

channel space with vessel compensation, c) texture space 1 obtained by 

filtering the red channel image with the filter bank showed in the left 

down corner, d) texture space 2 obtained by filtering the red channel 

image with the modified Gabor filter bank showed in the left down 

corner. 
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The texture spaces are computed on the red color plane of the input image. Prior to 

this computation, the points belonging to the vessel region are removed and interpolated 

by the linear interpolation. In general, the choice of texture representation is driven by 

the discriminability it provides to help distinguish OD region from the various atrophy 

regions occurring near to the OD. Figure 4.4 shows three different feature space 

representations. Then, an image point x is represented by a three element vector where 

value of individual vector element is taken from red color plane, texture feature space 1 

& 2, respectively. This vector-valued image is used by the proposed segmentation 

model to get the OD boundary. 

The illustration of localized multi-dimensional feature space model with textures is 

showed at figure 4.5. For every point along the contour are computed characteristics for 

each feature dimension in outside and inside region. 

 

 

The energy function defined in the multi-dimensional feature space is defined as the 

energy across each image dimension. The energy in the level set formulation can be 

written as 
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where    is the     feature of an image on domain   and   is the Heaviside function.  

To regulate the length of the contour is added curvature which is given as 

     ∫      |     |  
 

. (4.22) 

  

 
 

outside inside 

Figure 4.5: Illustration of localized multi-dimensional feature space model. 
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The numerical expression of the previous equation is given as follows 

      (
  

|  |
) (4.23) 

and its discretized form is 
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. (4.24) 

The entire energy is then defined as 

                              (4.25) 

where   is a non-negative weighting constant. 
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5 TRACKING OF OD IN THE SEQUENCE 

For the low resolution database is provided a sequence of images of one eye 

sampled in time. Once the segmentation of the optic disk is done and assuming that 

there is just a small motion between the images in the sequence, it is then more efficient 

to track the OD in the sequence with some object tracker method rather than to segment 

the OD separately for each image. For this purposes in this thesis an optical flow object 

tracker based on Lucas-Kanade (LK) algorithm was used. 

5.1 Theoretical background 

Optical flow is defined as a vector field which denotes a motion of particular points 

in two images in the sequence scanned in time. At first, the motion field does not refer 

directly to the real motion in the scanned scene but under ideal condition it does. The 

real motion depends on the character of scanned scene and the acquisition method. 

However for our purposes when the motion is defined only in 2D there is no need of 

additional motion reconstruction. Ideally the motion between the images directly refers 

directly to the motion real motion of OD. The vector field is calculated from the 

intensity changes between the images. In fact, the optical flow approach expresses the 

intensity shift in the images. Next, the intensity changes can be tracked only in the areas 

carrying some important information such as edges. 

In [40], Horn formalizes the image flow constraint, thus creating an incomplete 

correlation between the motion domain and the intensity domain. This constraint can be 

interpreted as the assumption that a point in the 3-D shape, when projected onto the 2-D 

image plain, maintains a constant intensity over time. Mathematically this is formulated 

as 

          (             ) (5.1) 

where          is the intensity distribution of the image of a pixel at a point       at a 

time   and       denote to a motion vectors. 

On top of constraints, regularization strategies are used to interpolate and propagate 

flow estimates from areas of greater certainty to those of lower certainty where the 

aperture problem prevails. 

An optical flow algorithm is specified by three elements [39]:  

 the spatio-temporal operators that are applied to the image sequence to 

extract features and improve the signal-to-noise ratio, 

 how velocity estimates are produced from a gradient search of the extracted 

feature space, and 

 the form of regularization applied to the flow field considering confidence 

measures if they exist. 
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According to the Barron work [39] the approaches for computing the optical flow 

can be divided into several basic groups: 

 Differential techniques 

It computes velocity from spatio-temporal intensity derivatives (1
st
 or 2

nd
 order) 

often accompanied with some smoothness constraint. Velocities are estimated locally or 

globally over all pixels simultaneously by means of minimizing sum of outcomes of 

penalizer functions (often squares only). This approach is often called the gradient 

approach as well. 

 Region-based matching 

Images are divided into many reasonably small blocks. Velocity is defined as the 

shift vector that maximizes some similarity measure (cross-correlation, or minimizes 

sum of squared difference) between two image blocks at different times. 

 Energy-based methods 

The input image is decomposed with a collection of band pass velocity tuned filters 

into several energy images (computed pixel-wise as magnitude of the complex result of 

the filtering). Velocity is computed in weighted least squares sense. For every pixel, the 

residuals are differences between the measured energy outputs and the expected filtering 

responses. The expected responses are functions of velocity. Estimated velocity is the 

one realizing the least squares minimum. 

 Phase-based techniques 

The input image is decomposed with a collection of band pass velocity tuned filters 

into several phase images (computed pixel-wise from the complex result of the 

filtering). Each phase image provides one suggestion of component velocity, which is 

estimated in the direction of phase gradient. A velocity is estimated by fitting a motion 

model in the least squares sense to the component velocities aggregated over a small 

spatial neighborhood. 

In this thesis a differential approach based on Lukas-Kanade algorithm proposed in 

[41] was implemented. This method also constructs a flow estimation technique based 

on first order derivatives of the image sequence. In contrast to a previous work of Horn 

and Schunk, they choose to pre-smooth the data before using the gradient constraint 

equation instead of post smoothing regularization. They define a penalizing factor for 

each pixel defined as 

  ∑      (                )
 

    (5.2) 

where )(xW  is a window that gives more influence to constraints near the center of the 

neighborhood  . This means, that the motion of a particular pixel in the image is in 

correlation with the whole neighborhood   motion. The pixels in the neighborhood 

affect each other. To minimize this error, the penalizing criterion is derived for in both 

directions. These criterions are defined as 

  

  
  ∑       

    [                   ]       (5.3) 
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and 

  

  
  ∑       

    [                   ]       (5.4) 

This can be reduced to a matrix form equation 

 ̂   ̂ (5.5) 
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where the summation goes through the neighborhood  . 

In the literature can be seen usually the following equation form 
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Using a convolution, the final equation is following 
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where 

 ̂               , (5.10) 

 ̂               , (5.11) 

 ̂               , (5.12) 

where      is a Gaussian filter. 
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5.2 Preprocessing 

Lucas Kanade method is based on several assumptions. These assumptions are: 

 Brightness constancy: projection of the same point looks the same in time 

 Small motion: points do not move very far 

 Spatial coherence: points move like their neighbors 

It is obvious, that the provided dataset to be tracked hardly fulfill at least two of 

these assumptions, namely the brightness constancy assumption and spatial coherence 

assumption. The images are very noisy and random illumination changes can appear in 

the sequence. That makes the tracking harder in sense of the above mentioned 

assumptions. In order to make this algorithm capable to track the OD region movement, 

it necessary to preprocess the images to ensure the above mentioned conditions will be 

met. 

The spatial coherence was assured by using Gaussian filter. This removes the noise 

and the pixels then moves together with its neighborhood. The small motion condition 

is not easy to assure but the basic assumption is that the eye motion within the time 

period is small enough to be captured by this algorithm. In case there is a greater motion 

a multiscale approach is proposed. The image is decomposed into a pyramid. Every 

level of the pyramid contains a down sampled image where the optical flow is 

computed. The optical flow at each level is then integrated together. The algorithm is 

shown at figure below. 

 

Figure 5.1: Multiscale Lucas Kanade algorithm. 

A greater motion can be captured this way. The motion computed in higher levels 

projected to the original resolution is naturally greater. 

To ensure the brightness constancy assumption inter and intra image illumination 

correction is provided. The inter image illumination correction is done by histogram 

equalization. Histograms are computed for the whole sequence and the median value is 

obtained. This median histogram is used for histogram equalization. For the intra image 

illumination correction was used a method proposed by Köhler et al. in [42]. This 

method uses parametric surface models (e.g. B-splines). An example of corrected image 

and the correction pipeline can be seen at figures below. 
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Figure 5.3: Illumination correction pipeline. 
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Figure 5.2: Example of corrected image. From left to right: 1) original image, 2) inter image illumination 

correction, 3) intra image illumination correction. 
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6 EXPERIMENTATION 

6.1 Dataset 

For the testing purpose of the proposed algorithms two colorful fundus image 

databases by the Department of Computer Science at Friedrich-Alexander University 

were provided. The first is classical high resolution image database with resolution 

(3504 x 2336) pixels which contains 45 images. The example images from the high 

resolution database can be seen at figure below. 

 

Figure 6.1: Colorful fundus image database 

The second dataset is created by 33 low resolution images with resolution (1280 x 

960) pixels. Each color channel is provided separately. These images were acquired by 

low-cost fundus camera. The images are captured with frequency of 15 images per 

second. It means that the whole color plane (red, green and blue channel) is captured 

with frequency 5 images per second. This time shift between the particular images can 

cause small motion in the images in time. An example of the second dataset is shown at 

figure 6.2. A detailed example of optic disc region and vessel arc can be seen at figure 

6.3. 
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Figure 6.2: Low resolution image database provided for each color channel and its background 
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6.2 Gold standard  

To evaluate properly the results in the field of image analysis, especially the OD 

localization and segmentation, it is necessary to have a reference value to compare to. 

To obtain these reference values a help of an expert in the field of ophthalmology was 

sought out. This expert closely analyzed all the images in the above mentioned datasets 

and as a result a database with the reference values, commonly called a gold standard or 

the ground truth was established. For each image in both dataset a mask (list of 

coordinates and the radius) was created. All the values and the masks are referring to an 

optic disk region. 

R B 

G RGB 

Figure 6.3: Detail of the optic disk, vessel arc and macula region in low resolution dataset 
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6.3 Comparison 

Because the results alone can be misleading all the results are provided for the three 

methods. In this thesis a modified version of region based active contour is proposed. 

The edge based methods stay in contrast to the region based approach. For this reason a 

gradient based method as a comparison is used. From the set of gradient based methods 

a method called gradient vector flow (GVF) is chosen which was and still is used for 

OD segmentation task. This method is also very often used as comparison for new 

methods. 

As a next comparison method a basic Chan-Vese model is used in order to show an 

improvement that gained the localized version compare to the global one. All the 

methods used as a comparison were described above in the section 4 referring to the 

active contour theoretical background. 
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7 EVALUATION METRICS  

In order to evaluate the localization algorithm performance, it is necessary to 

evaluate two key parameters. These parameters are the center point coordinates 

precision given by the localization method and the accuracy of the output radius. These 

parameters are compared to the gold standard given to each image in the database which 

was evaluated by the medical expert. 

Sufficient and probably the simplest way to do this is to determine the residual 

error between the estimated and actual center point coordinates and the radius, 

respectively. Both evaluated in absolute pixel values by the mean absolute error (MAE) 

and in relative representation by the mean relative error (MRE) metric which are given 

as 

     
∑ √       

         
  

   

 
 (7.1) 

and 

     
∑ √       

         
  

   

 
, (7.2) 

where [     ] are the coordinates of the optic disk center given by the gold standard, 

[     ] are the coordinates given by the FRST for image   and       is the gold standard 

radius for image  . 

In case of radius evaluation it is then written as 
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and 
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where    is the actual radius given by the algorithm for image  . 

For OD segmentation, the proposed method is compared to two other approaches: 

a) gradient vector flow (GVF), and  

b) global Chan – Vese model.  

In order to assess the strength of individual active contour models, curve 

initialization and image preprocessing are kept the same for each model. A common 

quantitative analysis is performed to evaluate overall performance of segmentation 

model. This evaluation is based on the similarity between the algorithm output and the 

gold standard in: 
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a) the detected area, and 

b) the detected boundary. 

 

As a basic region based evaluation the specificity and sensitivity values are used. 

These parameters are defined as 

            
  

     
 (7.5) 

and 

            
  

     
, (7.6) 

where    is number of true positive,    is number of false positive,    is number of 

false negative and    is number of true negative pixels as shows figure 7.1. 

As a more complex score to assess the area overlap between the computed region 

and ground truth, the pixel-wise F-score value is computed. This estimation parameter 

is given as 

  
                

                
 (7.7) 

where 

          
  

     
 (7.8) 

and 

                  . (7.9) 

The value of F-score lies between 0-1 and for an accurate method, F-score value should 

be high. 

 FP TN 

TP FN FN 

FP 

f 

GD 

Figure 7.1:True positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN), and false negative 

regions of a segmentation result f with respect to known ground truth GT. 
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A boundary based evaluation was done by measuring the distance between two 

closed boundary curves. Let    be the boundary curve marked by the expert and    be 

the curve obtained by a particular method. The distance   between two curves is 

defined as (in pixels) 

  
 

 
∑ √(  
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 )
   

    (7.10) 

where (    ) and (    ) are the distances from the centroid of curve    to points on    

and   , respectively in the direction of   and   is a number of total angular samples. 

The closer to zero this value is, the better segmentation is provided. 

To evaluate the results of the tracking procedure, the mean distance between the 

centroids of the tracked object and gold standard was used as in equation 7.1. 
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8 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter will be discussed a selection of parameters which have a decisive 

influence on the final results. The results will be showed, evaluated and compared 

among the methods and set into a more general framework.  

8.1 Localization results and discussion 

During the localization we were facing one crucial difficulty. The problem was 

caused by the vessel system in the optic disc. The vessel arc has particular circular 

shape and with combination of high gradient between the dark vessels and bright optic 

disc can lead to an unfitting localization result. This situation can be seen at figures 8.1 

– 8.3. 

 

Figure 8.1: The result of an unfitting localization. 

The solution of this problem can be done within the FRST itself or by using 

additional mathematical tools. The first solution can be done by the correct parameter 

selection. This way the magnitude and orientation maps which play a key role to the 

localization result can be influenced.  

First it is possible to use an additional mathematical tool to solve up this problem. 

The main approach would be to use an additional probability maps based for example 

on the image intensity or vessel density or both. However the more natural way would 

be to solve this problem without any additional equipment. 

The solution within the transform could be to threshold the gradient representation 

in order to suppress the high gradients caused by the vessels or increase the influence of 

the orientation matrix to the final result by parameter   which prefer the circular shape. 

However, it is not a simple task to choose the parameters correctly. The parameter 

selection naturally differs from the dataset to be processed. It seems that the key role is 
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played by the gradient between the bright OD region and dark vessels. This means, that 

the most natural solution would be to decrease the contrast between these features. 

Consequently for the localization part, the red color plane of the input image where the 

contrast between the vessels and the OD region is minimized was used (see figures 8.4-

8.6).  

 

Figure 8.2: Symmetry map. 

 

Figure 8.3: 3D detail of a symmetry map around the global maximum. Higher peak is caused by 

the vessel system in the optic disc area. Lower peak is the correct result of the 

localization. 
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Figure 8.4: Localization result using red color plane. 

 

Figure 8.5: Final symmetry map using red color plane. 
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Figure 8.6: 3D detail of the symmetry map around the maximum using the red color plane. 

8.1.1 Parameters 

The definition of FRST contains parameters which need to be defined. These 

parameters are: 

 the Gaussian kernel   , 

 the radial strictness parameter α, 

 the normalizing factor   . 

8.1.1.1 The Gaussian kernel    

The aim of the Gaussian kernel is to spread the influence or the positively and 

negatively affected pixels as a function of the radius  . A rotational invariant two 

dimensional Gaussian is chosen since it has a consistent effect over all gradient 

orientations and it is separable so its convolution can be efficiently determined 

Convolving with    has the result of spreading the effect of each gradient element 

by an amount proportionate to the standard deviation of the Gaussian and amplifying its 

magnitude by  . Amplifying the magnitude is necessary to prevent the effect of gradient 

elements becoming negligible at large radii as a result of being spread too thinly across 

the image.[14] 
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8.1.1.2 Radial-Strictness Parameter   

This parameter is used in equation 3.8. As seen, the radial-strictness parameter α 

increases the importance of the orientation matrix to the final result. In other words 

these parameter determines how strictly radial the transform should be to return a high 

result value. 

 

input image             

Figure 8.7: The influence of the radial strictness parameter on the final symmetry map (first column: input image, 

second to fourth column: the result with the parameter α from 1 to 3). 
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As can be seen at figure 8.7, the higher the radial strictness parameter is the fewer 

candidates are obtained. Seemingly this can be useful in order to get rid of the circular 

object with not as high level of circular symmetry as the optic disc usually has. Of 

course this can be useful but it is not true in every situation. As shows figure X, the 

radial strictness parameter filters the localization result in favor of the improper result. 

 

 

The figure above shows that increasing of the parameter   does not always help to 

improve the localization results. Respecting this fact we chose the radial strictness 

parameter    . This setting keeps most of the possible candidates and sufficiently 

eliminates nonradially symmetric features such as lines. The problem with the 

disturbance of the vessel system to the localization process was solved as I mentioned 

above with the use of the red color plane for the transform computation. 

8.1.1.3 Normalizing factor    

In case it is required to compare or combine the symmetry images calculated for 

different radii, they must be represented on a similar scale. As the radius increases, so 

does the number of gradient elements that could potentially affect each pixel (see figure 

3.1). The normalizing factor    was chosen according to the recommendation of Loy 

and Zelinsky in [14 ]as follows 

   {
 
   

 
      

         
. (8.1) 

These values were obtained experimentally. 

8.1.2 Quantitative results 

The evaluation metrics used for localization result assessment was already 

discussed in the section 7. Localization of a circular object is naturally defined by its 

position and radius. For this reason were chosen characteristics referring to these values. 

These characteristics are center error and radius error both evaluated in absolute a 

relative measures. The localization results can be seen at table 8.1. 

  

 

 𝛼    𝛼    𝛼    input image 

Figure 8.8: Influence of the radial strictness parameter on the localization results. 
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Table 8.1: Quantitative localization results,AE – absolute error, RE – relative error 

 
Centroid Radius 

 
AE RE AE RE 

MEAN 10.302 0.028 18.184 0.049 

MAX 42.755 0.116 82.361 0.186 

 

The column “Centroid” refers to the error of center point localization and column 

“Radius” refers to the error of approximated radius given by the transform, respectively. 

Compare to the image resolution (3504 x 2336 pixels) the method gained good results. 

The mean difference between the center point found by the algorithm and the gold 

standard is 10.3 pixels which is approximately 3% in the relative measures compare to 

the OD radius and the maximum absolute error is 42.75 pixels. The results showed only 

one outlier with the previously mentioned maximum error. 

The results for radius approximation are showed in the red part of table 1. The 

mean absolute error is 18.18 pixels which is approximately 5% in the relative measures. 

The results contain again only one outlier with the absolute error 82.361 pixels. The 

both outliers can be seen at figure 8.9. Next, some qualitative examples of the 

localization process are shown at figure 8.10. 
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Centroid outlier Radius outlier 

Figure 8.9: Localization outliers for center point and radius (middle) with corresponding symmetry map 

(top) and detail of OD region (down). 
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Figure 8.10: Qualitative localization examples (blue line – OD boundary approximated by a 

circle with a radius r given by the FRST, blue cross – output center point obtained 

from FRST). 

8.2 Segmentation results and discussion 

8.2.1 Parameters and preprocessing discussion 

As an input of the segmentation process was used multi feature image based on red 

color plane and two texture spaces. The mathematical background was described in 

detail in section 4. However, the textures were derived from the red component of the 

original RGB fundus image with vessel compensation. The vessel segmentation was 

provided with the image datasets but only for high resolution database. Due to the 

characteristics of low resolution dataset regular blood vessel segmentation method fails 

and it is not subject of this thesis to provide any segmentation method for this dataset. 

Though, in the red channel the vessels are not very visible and do not cause much 

disturbance for the segmentation. An example of the vessel compensation is shown at 

figure 8.11. 

After the vessel compensation the initial contour is defined. This task is in detail 

described in section 3. The task again differs from the dataset to be segmented. In the 

low resolution dataset is the contour initialization done only in one step and as an initial 

contour the FRST result is used. The multiscale approach requires image down 

sampling and thus additional loss of information occurs which can lead to pointless 
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segmentation results. 

In the first step of the initialization the FRST result is used. The contour given by 

the transform is used for the segmentation at   times lower resolution image (see figure 

8.12). This segmentation is   times faster and gives an initial contour closer to final 

boundary. This contour is then used as initial in the fine segmentation process (see 

figure 8.13). As show these figures, the fine segmentation which is more 

computationally demanding starts in the state which is closer to the final segmentation 

result and thus doesn’t need so many iterations. This approach significantly fastens the 

segmentation and can be used every time when input data can be down sampled without 

critical information loss. 

In the segmentation part are two parameters which needs to defined: 

 Weighting constant   which influences the curvature length penalizing 

factor 

 and the localizing neighborhood   

The weighting constant   reflects the smoothness of the final and doesn’t have a 

crucial influence on the final segmented area but affects the length of the boundary and 

thus its shape. This constant was chosen experimentally as     which, in authors 

opinion, makes the boundary looks naturally and fits well the object to be segmented. 

The influence of weighting constant   represents figure 8.14. 

  

Figure 8.11: Vessel compensation (up – original image, down – image with compensated blood vessels within the 

OD region). 
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Figure 8.12: Contour initialization: a) red color plane of an input image, b) texture space 2, c) 

texture space 1, d) green - output of FRST, black - initial contour. 

 

 

Figure 8.13: Contour initialization and its connection to original resolution segmentation result:  

a) blue –initial contour after first step, green – contour given by the FRST; b) blue – 

gold standard segmentation, black – segmentation result. 

  

a) b) 

c) d) 

a) b) 
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Figure 8.14: The influence of weighting parameter   on the segmentation result. 

The radius of the localizing function   defined in equation 4.18 is an important 

parameter to be considered when using localized energies. Its size determines how local 

the resulting segmentation will be. As such, it should be chosen based on the scale of 

the object of interest and the presence and proximity of the surrounding clutter. The 

synthetic example at figure 8.15 illustrates the effect of different localization radius on 

the segmentation result. 

 

Figure 8.15: The effect of the localizing radius on the segmentation result. 

 

 

 

𝛼       𝛼      𝛼      

𝛼    𝛼    𝛼    
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In both images at the figure above, the initialization is the same (black dashed line). 

However, the ball described by function        (green dashed line) is optimized for 

small structures in the image on left and larger structures in the right image. Final 

segmentations with the means C-V energy are shown by a solid yellow line. With a 

larger radius, a more global final solution is found than with a smaller radius. 

This shows that it is possible to obtain two different segmentation results with same 

initialization. By varying the radius   more local or global results, respectively, can be 

captured. The radius   also affects the smoothness of inside and outside local statistics 

along the curve. The higher the localizing radius   is, the more the local regions overlap 

and thus the change of local statistics along the curve is smoother. If the speed function 

is evaluated on very small radius, then, basically, the F function becomes an edge 

detector based on image statistics. On the other hand, if the radius is so big that it covers 

entire image, the localized approach develops to the global one. As was mentioned 

previously, the automatic selection of the parameters is not an easy process. A small test 

was done to choose the best radius  . A segmentation was processed on an image with a 

different radii  . The results are shown at figure 8.16. 

The localizing radius was set to     , which is the second smallest region at 

previous figure. The higher the localizing radius is, the more the segmentation tends to 

be global which in the sense of fundus images means to tend to the brighter optic cup 

region (see figure 1.1). 

  

 

Figure 8.16: The influence of the localizing radius r (yellow dashed line) on the segmentation result 

(black solid line).  
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8.2.2 Comparison 

As was mention before the proposed model is compared to two other basic 

methods: 

 GVF 

 Global C-V region based approach 

In order to assess the overall performance on the dataset, the computed average F-

score, specificity, sensitivity and boundary distance figures are given in table 8.2. 

Table 8.2: The quantitative segmentation results for both datasets and all methods (F – f score, 

D – mean distance to the closest point in pixels). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From this table, it can be observed that the proposed method has the highest 

performance as it has the highest F-score for the high resolution dataset. For the low 

resolution dataset was according to the F-score slightly better the global C-V approach. 

In this dataset the region of interest can be well described in the global meaning and 

thus it is not necessary to provide the localize approaches with any additional features 

as was proposed in section 4. However the results for the high resolution database 

showed a significant improvement in comparison to standard global C-V model. The 

difference between the gradient based approach (GVF) and localized multi feature space 

C-V model is not critical, but certain improvement can be noticed. The proposed 

method can better fit the boundary especially in smooth transition region, where the 

gradient methods fail. The qualitative examples can be seen at figure 8.17. 

Among the results are some outliers. These images can be very hardly 

automatically segmented and all discussed methods have more or less similar results. 

The segmentation outliers are shown at figure 8.18. In the first case, the unfitting 

segmentation was caused due to some eye pathology in the right side of OD. The 

second is a case of the featureless boundary which is situated in the image background. 

The qualitative examples for the second dataset are shown at figure 8.18. Examples 

are provided only for one image because whole database is a sequence of images of one 

eye so the results differ only minimally. 

 
GVF global Chan Vese proposed method 

 

high 

resolution 

low 

resolution 

high 

resolution 

low 

resolution 

high 

resolution 

low 

resolution 

F 0.933 0.923 0.913 0.947 0.938 0.945 

D 12 1.0 15,3 1.85 11 1.86 

specificity 0.979 0.992 0.988 0.997 0,993 0.998 

sensitivity 0.964 0.899 0.892 0.918 0,916 0.907 
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Figure 8.17: Qualitative examples. First row - input image; second row - FRST output with marked center 

point; third row - global C-V approach; fourth row - GVF method; fifth row - proposed method. 

Dashed blue line – gold standard; black solid line – segmentation result; green dotted line – 

initialization in first step. Column 1-4 – different input images. 
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Global C-V GVF Proposed method 

Figure 8.19: Segmentation outliers. Blue dashed line – gold standard; black solid line – segmentation 

result. 

 

Figure 8.18: Low resolution dataset segmentation qualitative examples (green - localization, blue - gold 

standard, black - segmentation result). First – localization, second – global C-V, third – 

proposed model, fourth – GVF. 
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8.3 Tracking results 

For the tracking of OD in image sequences an optical flow approach based on 

Lucas-Kanade algorithm was used. This algorithm was chosen mainly due to his 

simplicity. As was mentioned in the section 6 the algorithm needs to fulfill certain 

conditions or assumptions to be successful. In order to assure these conditions a 

preprocessing in the manner of intra and inter image illumination correction was done 

as was mentioned in the preprocessing chapter in the section 6. Despite this effort the 

tracking results were not successful and the author must state, that this method is not 

suitable for such a task and mainly a dataset with such characteristics. 

As an evaluation criterion a mean distance between centroid of the gold standard 

and tracked object was used. The result through whole sequence is following 

         (8.2) 

The qualitative example is shown at figure below. 

At the figure above can be seen that the boundary is not correctly tracked through the 

image sequence. 

  

 

 

Figure 8.20: Tracking in of the OD in the image sequence (red - tracked boundary, blue - gold standard 

in the particular image). The example are shown at figures: 1,5,10,15,20,25,30. 
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9 CONCLUSION 

In this thesis is presented a compact algorithm for localizing, segmenting and 

tracking of the optic disk in fundus images. For the localization part a fast radial 

symmetry transform was used. This method gained very good results with very low 

computational demandingness. The mean average centroid position error was 10.3 

pixels. Considering the resolution of the images the error is small. The radius provided 

by the method has the mean absolute error 18.1 pixels. Among the results were two 

outliers but these were still in the region of interest area. 

The scope of general C-V model was extended in this thesis by including additional 

image information derived from the computed texture space. Because under the normal 

condition the red color plane gives a better description of optic disk region, the 

algorithm was processed on this color plane. Next, the general global version was 

changed to a localized version. The results showed that this model provided better 

results in cases of image inhomogeneity and in cases of atrophy occurrence. In 

comparison with other methods was figured that the proposed model has the best 

results. It was also shown that a key role to the segmentation results plays a localizing 

radius which determines the neighborhood used to compute the local statistics. It was 

indicated that the higher the localizing radius is, the closer to the global version the 

algorithm is. The selection of algorithm was done manually due to complexity of robust 

automated parameter selection. The manual selection is supported by a small radius 

analysis and discussion. Both GVF and in this thesis proposed method gained a good 

results and in authors opinion would be an interesting task to combine these two 

approaches together. Next, the region based active contour implementation is usually 

slow so a deeper research of fast techniques would be needed. A brief overview was 

also provided in this thesis. 

The last structural part of this thesis is the tracking of the optic disk in image 

sequences. The method proposed in this thesis didn’t gain a satisfactory result. The 

origin of the mistake was in the author opinion that with the appropriate preprocessing 

can fulfill the Lucas-Kanade algorithm assumptions. However it was shown that this 

theory was not right and the tracking failed. The author wouldn’t suggest any deeper 

research in the optical flow algorithm and would suggest to use e.g. the condensational 

algorithm or object trackers based on markov random fields.  
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